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During the fertile decade 1955-65 the television institution emerged in a form which would be familiar for the next half century: this
book attends to two aspects of its formation. The first entails the production strategies, programmes, schedules, and emergent
generic modes as these were invented through a process of trial and error, allied to a close attention to building the mass
audience - in short the question of how television invented itself. The second aspect concerns the place of women and the concept
'feminine' in the new institution. Television offered women access to the public sphere in ways that were potentially disruptive of
the order prevailing in mid-1950s Britain. Apart from new employment opportunities, images of women and definitions of the
feminine were purveyed nightly to an heterogeneous audience of millions, an audience that was itself under construction
throughout the period. Through close attention to three discrete areas of programming (women's programmes, news and current
affairs, and popular drama), the book aims to convey a sense of the excitement entailed in establishing the institution and to ask
where and how it may have posed challenges to the prevailing patriarchal hegemony. Hence the productive interplay of two terms,
television and the feminine, both of which were evolving rapidly during the period, is explored in the context of the contemporary
discursive climate.
Updated for the 2004 specification, these new Core books are in full colour to ease the transition from GCSE to A Level. Tailormade for the new specification and written by members of an experienced Senior Examining Team, you can be sure they provide
everything students need to succeed.
This is the eBook version of the printed book. If the print book includes a CD-ROM, this content is not included within the eBook
version. Official self-study test preparation guide for the Cisco QOS 642-642 exam. The official study guide helps you master all
the topics on the QOS exam, includingQoS concepts, tools, and architecturesModular QoS CLI (MQC), QoS Policy Manager
(QPM), and AutoQoSClassification and markingCongestion managementTraffic shaping and policingCongestion avoidance
through drop policiesCompression tools and link fragmentation and interleaving (LFI) tools for link efficiency.
No further information has been provided for this title.
Includes student-friendly worked examples and solutions that lead up to practice questions, this title gives students revision
advice, ideas, summaries and exam practice, with hints and tips.
This revised and updated edition for Advanced Religious Studies contains practice exam questions to help succeed in exams and
a new section which focuses on students' thinking skills.
Help your students push for the top grades with these focused Revision Guides! Ideal for use alongside the Student Books, they
provide worked exam questions, examples and an array of examiners' hints and tips.
This book is the leading title in a series targeted at the average A level Mathematics student which aims to tackle the basic ideas and
misconceptions associated with this subject. The inclusion of Stretch and Challenge material caters for the most able students, and lots of
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regular exercises and exam questions provide plenty of practice. These books have an innovative 'flexispread' structure devised to motivate
students and include real life links to inspire students. A background knowledge chapter at the beginning of each book helps to bridge the gap
between GCSE and A level study tackling the retention issue of AS students. This Core book contains a free students' CD-ROM.
Note: This is the 3rd edition. If you need the 2nd edition for a course you are taking, it can be found as a "other format" on amazon, or by
searching its isbn: 1534970746 This gentle introduction to discrete mathematics is written for first and second year math majors, especially
those who intend to teach. The text began as a set of lecture notes for the discrete mathematics course at the University of Northern
Colorado. This course serves both as an introduction to topics in discrete math and as the "introduction to proof" course for math majors. The
course is usually taught with a large amount of student inquiry, and this text is written to help facilitate this. Four main topics are covered:
counting, sequences, logic, and graph theory. Along the way proofs are introduced, including proofs by contradiction, proofs by induction, and
combinatorial proofs. The book contains over 470 exercises, including 275 with solutions and over 100 with hints. There are also Investigate!
activities throughout the text to support active, inquiry based learning. While there are many fine discrete math textbooks available, this text
has the following advantages: It is written to be used in an inquiry rich course. It is written to be used in a course for future math teachers. It is
open source, with low cost print editions and free electronic editions. This third edition brings improved exposition, a new section on trees,
and a bunch of new and improved exercises. For a complete list of changes, and to view the free electronic version of the text, visit the book's
website at discrete.openmathbooks.org
Exam Board: AQA Level: A-level Subject: Sociology First teaching: September 2015 First exam: June 2017 Need more exam practice? Letts
will get you through your A-Level exam.
Written for the Edexcel Syllabus B and similar schemes offered by the Awarding Bodies, this book incorporates modern approaches to
mathematical understanding. It provides worked examples and exercises to support the text.
A student-friendly and engaging resource for the 2016 Edexcel GCSE Geography B specification, this brand new course is written to match
the demands of the specification. As well as providing thorough and rigorous coverage of the spec, this book is designed to engage students
in their learning and to motivate them to progress.
Revision book written specifically for the Edexcel AS and A Level exams offering: worked examination questions and examples with hints on
answering examination questions successfully; test-yourself section; key points reinforcing what students have learned; and answers to all
questions.
Based on extensive feedback from teachers, these popular A Level titles have been written by the experienced team that produced SMP
Interact for GCSE. These are clear, user-friendly texts that both teacher and student will enjoy using. Each chapter's objectives are clearly set
out and new concepts are carefully developed in a way that involves the student. Worked examples are designed to clarify ideas and
techniques, and there is plenty of well-graded practice and revision, including past exam questions that show the standard required. Key
points are highlighted as they arise and are gathered in a summary at the end of the chapter, where there is also a self-assessment section.
Each book contains a detailed contents analysis and the chapters are structured so that you can easily tell what part of the specification you
are covering. Opportunities for classroom discussion are marked, and starred questions provide extra challenge where needed.
This brand new Advanced Level course has been written specifically to match to the OCR(A) A Level specification and provides individual,
board-specific textbooks for each module.
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The clear route to A Level success - new Core titles for the new specification Written by the same authors as the textbooks for a complete
match, so are ideal for use alongside the course books. Worked examination questions and examples with hints on answering questions
successfully help students push for those top grades. A test-yourself section makes sure students are fully prepared for the exam. Key points
help reinforce learning and help students reach their best potential. Answers to all the questions ensure students can check their work.
Written by experienced Senior Examiners.
Decision Maths D1 is part of a brand new series of books that match the AQA specifications for Maths A-level, to be first taught from
September 2004. The book has been produced in consultation with a Senior Examiner to ensure complete and authoritative coverage of the
Decision 1 module. It contains all the discrete maths that students need to know for AS-level Mathematics, or for the first year of an A-level.
This highly accessible book provides comprehensive coverage of the Edexcel A2 Economics specification. Combines clear and concise
explanations and analysis of economic terms and concepts with frequent examples that show the application of those concepts to real-world
situations. Exercises throughout the book enable students to engage in economic analysis in an active way that assists learning.
Comprehensive coverage of the specification content Explains key terms and concepts Includes real-world examples Features regular
summaries throughout each chapter for quick revision Provides exercises to engage students in economic analysis The book is supported by
a Teacher Guide (9780340948064), including full commentary on the exercises together with additional questions and discussion points.
Fully endorsed by OCR for use with OCR Mathematics GCE specification
Easing the transition from GCSE to AS level, this textbook meets the 2004 Edexcel specifications and provides numerous worked examples
and solutions to aid understanding of key concepts.
A syllabus-specific textbook providing worked examples, exam-level questions and many practice exercises, in accordance to the new
Edexcel AS and Advanced GCE specification.
Help your students push for the top grades with these focused Revision Guides! Ideal for use alongside the Student Books, they provide
worked exam questions, and and hints and tips for focussed revision.
Who or Whom? / Its or It’s / Lie or Lay? Can't remember those grueling grammar lessons from junior high? Troubled that your professional
writing lacks polish? Stop worrying! You've just picked up the painless prescription for proper English! Acclaimed grammarians Mark Lester
and Larry Beason know that English teachers aren't the only ones who expect careful and correct language choices. Precision in language
can be the deciding factor when it comes to getting a job or winning a promotion. The McGraw-Hill Handbook of English Grammar and Usage
gives you bottom-line definitions, tips, and simple rules that summarize the essentials you need to know. This second edition includes a
chapter dedicated to grammar and its usage in digital communication, including texting, e-mail, social media, and new technology, so you can
communicate correctly in any format. Whether your skills need drastic improvement or a quick brush-up, The McGraw-Hill Handbook of
English Grammar and Usage will get your grammar back on the right track with: Straightforward explanations of common mistakes and why
they happen Hundreds of correct and incorrect sentence examples, with errors clearly marked Quick tips for fixing your most stubborn
grammatical mishaps Catchy memory aids for writing correctly the first time
Whether you’re heading to a friendly brunch, family barbecue, church picnic or holiday office party, the perfect crowd-pleasing contribution is
at your fingertips! No more worrying about what you can bring to the block party, bake sale or baby shower. Taste of Home Make It, Take It
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Cookbook is packed with more than 375 simply impressive bring-a-dish classics. Each recipe is guaranteed to travel well, come together
easily and satisfy everyone at the party. In fact, these dishes are so incredible, you’ll want to serve them at home for your own gang to enjoy!
Providing complete syllabus support (9709), this stretching and practice-focused course builds the advanced skills needed for the latest
Cambridge assessments and the transition to higher education. Engaging, real world examples make mathematics relevant to real life.
This volume continues the work covered in Core Maths or Mathematics - The Core Course for Advanced Level to provide a full two-year
course in Pure Mathematics for A-Level.
With My Revision Notes you can: - Manage your own revision with step-by-step support from experienced teacher and examiner George
Facer - Apply biological terms accurately with the help of definitions and key words - Plan and pace your revision with the revision planner Test understanding with questions throughout the book - Get exam ready with last minute quick quizzes available on the Hodder Education
website

Drawing on over 10 years' experience of publishing for Edexcel maths, Heinemann Modular Maths for Edexcel AS and A
Level brings you dedicated textbooks to help you give your students a clear route to success, now with new Core maths
titles to match the new 2004 specification. Further Pure 1 replaces Pure 4 in the new 2004 specification.
This unique and innovative Revision Book supports all learning styles so that every student can achieve the best results.
Whether you are a visual, auditory or kinaesthetic learner, this revision guide supports the revision techniques that you
are most su
Following on from Introducing Pure Mathematics by Smedley and Wiseman, Further Pure Mathematics covers in one
volume all the pure mathematics required by students taking further mathematics. It also provides the basics for
mathematics encountered in Higher Education. A clear text is supported by worked examples, exercises, and
examination questions. The two books will cover the requirements of Pure Mathematics as part of double-certification
Mathematics for any examinations board. · Clearly written explanations and graded worked examples to help students
when they are studying alone · Wide variety of exercises · Comprehensive selection of recent exam questions from all
the major examination boards
"This book helps in raising and sustaining motivation for better grades. These books are the best possible match to the
specification, motivating readers by making maths easier to learn. They include complete past exam papers and studentfriendly worked solutions which build up to practice questions, for all round exam preparation. These books also feature
real-life applications of maths through the 'Life-links' and 'Why ...?' pages to show readers how this maths relates,
presenting opportunities to stretch and challenge more apply students. Each book includes a Live Text CDROM which
features: fully worked solutions examined step-by-step, animations for key learning points, and revision support through
the Exam Cafe."--Publisher's description
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"This book is for students working towards A Level Mathematics. Together with Book 1 it covers all the Pure Mathematics
necessary for the full A level. It can be used in the classroom, and also contains sufficient explanations and worked
examples for students working on their own. The exercises are plentiful, and graded in difficulty, to allow students to build
confidence where necessary, and to extend themselves where possible. The work is collected into sections on Algebra,
Coordinate Geometry, Binomial Expansion, Calculus, Trigonometry, Exponentials and Logarithms, Vectors and Proof, in
line with the 2017 syllabus, and is suitable for use by students studying under any of the main examination
boards."--Page v.
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